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embird studio is a cutting edge software tool that easily detects and embeds all your digitizing designs within your embroidery designs. embird studio creates the highest quality embroidery designs using the latest in computerized embroidery technology. embird studio uses the embird technology to apply the latest in computerized embroidery technology to an embedding method that embroidery designers now use for all their designs. embird studio software contains three main components, digitizer, embedding and designer. i use this software as i am a very busy at work, however, my creative juices are constantly flowing. it is great for
designing, cutting and adding, and even digitizing. embird makes design work a breeze. i also enjoy the geometric shapes, and the ability to easily manipulate any shape. i can't believe that i was able to design a flag within a few minutes. i am one of those lucky people who has never been able to sew, however with embird, i can design like a pro in a matter of minutes. it is my absolute favorite tool to design with. embird is creative, easy to use and free. i have never enjoyed creating designs as much as i do now using embird. what a wonderful product. i'm on a limited budget, but i don't care. once you realize your software will do anything
you need it to do, you can use it in other areas beyond stitching. i've no formal training in either graphic design or embroidery (i've done both in my spare time), but like a true artist, this software has opened up a new world for me. thanks to the tutorial series - i now feel confident enough to try other things. i'm sure i'll be able to make lots of simple designs, but learning to use this software has introduced me to an entirely new world. honestly, i would give this product 5 stars if it could be more user friendly. i am using a mac computer and have switched from windows to linux. can't get embird to run even in wine. and the documentation is

inadequate. although, i have learned a lot, and can do things i've never even thought possible. i like to play with the pictures and use the different brushes. i'm sure this comes with no small amount of practice, but i'm sure with practice, my skills will improve. i have no other software to compare it to. i love that it is completely free to use.
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